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A tenacious assumption underlying the teaching of college 

English is that the discipline is untamable. Students have an 

infinite variety of interests; the age constantly makes new demands 

upon us as teachers of literature. • Outside of the classroom theories 

of criticism that attempt to provide an:overar~hing continuity to 

literary study are suspect, to the point where criticism itself 

becomes suspect, as a field of study that interferes with the 

direct experience of the work itself. Instead of the concept of 

literature as a unified, cohesive body of knowledge, there are 

indiYidual poems to be analyzed, discrete genres to be catalogued, 

self-contained historical periods to be set in order. Faced with a 

profusion of critical approaches to literature, departments _of 

literature and individual faculty hav~ adopted a laissez-faire 

approach to the organization of literary knowledge, acquiescing 

to a myopic eclecticism that finds its more articulate champions 

defending this lack of co~esiveness on the grounds that the reading 

of literatJre is a "private enterprise." 

Unlike our more p~os~erous and gregarious friends in the social 

sciences, humanists tend to work in solitary ways. The enterprise 

that we engage in is often that of a mediator in a quasi 7 spiritual 

rit~al that takes place between the reader and his book. However, 

as expressed by Graham Hough in~ llill. £!!. Criticisml ,"it is when 
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we step back to reflect on that enterprise that criticism really 

begins ... there arises the need to question, to analyze, to set 

down in order, to compare. And this activity we call criticism." 

While we cannot control, much less understand, the nature of the 

reading process itself, we can begin to examine the nature of the 

response that a work of literature succeeds in eliciting. As a 

"normal prolongation of intelligent reading" criticism is thus an 

integral facet of literature study. As Northrup Frye claims in The 

Anatomy Qi Criticism, perhaps all that can be taught about liter

ature is criticism. Instruction in literature by necessity, then, 

is involved with instruction in criticism, and whether the theories 

that we either explicitly or implicitly use fully serve the ends 

to which we put them, wiil depend unon the importance Jnd the power 

of the system at hand . 

Since World War II , and more precisely, the publication of 

Northrup Frye's Anatomy of Criticism in 1957, myth criticism has 

become an i~portant mode of criticism practiced in the universities . 

It has become the logical precursor of the diverse movement known 

as formalist criticism or new criticism as articulated by I.A. 

Richards, John Crowe Ransom, (leanth Rrooks, and Wellek and Warren 

in their Theory g_f Literature. Unlike the advocates of new 

criticism, the myth critics eschewed the one common principle that 

linked the new critics in a common bond, the claim for orjectivity 

in literary analysis with the primacv of the literary work itself as 
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the sole focus of critical at tenti on. By plac i~ g the total ontoloqy 

for the work within the work itself, new criticism had committed the 

fallacy that the reader has th~ ability to remain "within" the 

work, that somehow it is possible to separate ourselves from the 

age, from other forms of knowledge, from the sense of continuity to 

literary experience. On the other hand, myth criticism offered the 

profession a perspective from which to view the totality of literature 

and the literary response, rather than a discreet set of formula 

by which individual poems might be analyzed. Freed from such con

ceptual elements as point of view, paradox, symbol, and irony, 

professors were able to focus on the experience and impact of liter

ature on the reader. Though the movement has been labeled as reduc

tionist, that it distorts literature beyond recognizable shape, that 

it denies historicity and process, and that it fails to accurately 

define its key terms, such as "myth," its detractors prefer to 

ignore Frye's own comments that his work is ironic, and that he does 

not wish to create a system that enslaves others. 2 

The origin of the modern school of myth criticism may be found 

in the work of the Cambridge Hellinists, notably that of Jane Harrison 

and Sir James Frazer whose ,Golden~ has been the seminal influence 

for muc~ of the literary, anthropological, and psychological 

thought of this century.3 Rejecting the notion that my:h is merely 

a "story," a "lie," or a "misconception," the psychologist C. G. 

Jung and Erich Neumann claimed that myth externalizes the psychic 
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experience of the entire race, hence having the power to reveal 

truths not attainable by rational analysis alone. Neumann speaks 

of the archetype as accompanied by a cluster of symbols that may 

have a powerful effect on the individual subconscious. Neumann in 

The Great Mother speaks of tlie manner by which the archetype can 

result in an energetic disruption of the natural functions within 

the psyche, "This effect appears .... in positive and negative 

emotions, in fascinations and projections, and also in anxiety, 

in manic and depressive states, and in the feeling that the ego is 

being over-powered."4 For Jung and the myth critics, the source of 

the archetype is the collective unconscious, that vague and admit

tedly il l -defined area that links all men by means of universal 

patter 0s or symbols. 

Just what are these "formulas" that appear to be universally 

shared and recurrent in the myths and literatures of various peoples? 

Frye's statement that they are "relatively restricted" appears to 

be an understatement judging by the numerous anthropological studies 

that appear in print dating b~ck to Frazer's classic studies. The 

search for the father and father-slayers appear again and again. A. H. 

Gayton has catalogued the various retellings of the Orpheus myth 

in folk-tale and legend, particularly in the Western hemisphere. 5 

Mircea Eliade has written on the myth of the eternal return and the 

• · · ·t· lt res Some cons1"der the oedipus-"paradise myth in prim, 1ve cu u . 

type myth as the prototype for all human myths. Erich Neumann has 
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traced the "great mother" archetype through a formidable body of 

cultural mythologies and art. Joseph Campbell finds the hero

myth to be the classic urmyth that links all mythologies.6 Clyde 

Kluckhohn's survey of the mythologies of fifty diverse cultures 

discovered numerous recurrent patterns in myth among which are 

tales of floods serving as punishment, the slaying of monsters, 

incest, sibling rivalry, castration (actual and symbolic), and 

~ndrogynous deities.7 

These recurrent patterns are often labeled archetypes, which 

in turn make up individual myths, which in turn lead to comprehensive 

mythologies. For Jung, Neumann, and Campbell a mythology represents, 

then, a comprehensive externalization of the collective unconscious, 

or,in other words, the total corpus of its literature. Literary 

critics have been teased into making rather extravag~nt claims 

for the special knowledge that literature may reveal as viewed 

from the mythic prospective, and have on too many occasions given 

to myth a special kind of knowledge that borders on, if not 

encompasses, the sacred. 8 In scorning the "literary-psychoanalytical" 

school, Brian Vickers in a recently published book entitled Towards 

Greek Tragedy9 argues that myth ought to be interpreted according to 

t~e syntagmatic approach employed by Lord Raglin and Vladimir 

Propp, "in a linear or horizontal manner .... following the sequence 

of e~ents in the tale in the chronological order ~n which they occur." 

(183) Vickers, echoing the complaint of other anthropologists, • 
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claims that myth critics have forsaken the social realities in

herent in ritual, preferring instead to seek the basis for myth 

in the sacred. And of Frye's Anatomy Qi Criticism, "One can read 

the whole book and find no other awareness of the social realities 

of ritual, despite glib references to anthropology." (169) It is 

natural to assume that the anthro~ologist or literary historian 

would be more concerned about the syntagmatic function of myth 

than the mythic critic, whose concern is more with the univer

salities and applicability of the archetype. This is not to say 

that the mythic critic is a-historical, nor does he neglect the 

social function of myth. The confusion and controversy surrounding 

the use of the word "myth" might clarify itself if "myth" could 

simply mean "story" or "narrative" which is closer to the Arista-

' telian and Latin "mythos" than it is to modern uses. 

Joseph Campbell claims that mankind has not outgrown his need 

for myth . A living myth, according tc Campbell, has four functions. lO 

A living myth has first a mystical function which inspires a sense 

of "awe and gratitude" in relation to the mystery of the universe. (215) 

The solitary individual thus is able to unite himself with the trans-

. h i b d th self In participating in and personal, that wh1c s eyon e . 

communing with the wonder of existence, the mythic approach says to 

the student and instructor alike, "Look, there is something bigger 

than the both of us. There are for~es, bel~efs, patterns, symbols 

that transcend individual poems, national literatures, civilizations, 
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time itself. Your vague imaginings, fears, your entire emotive 

life are not separate from the literatures and languages of other 

nations and ages." 

Campbell's second function of myth, the cosmological, offers 

an image of the universe consistent with the scientific knowledge 

of the day. And in Campbel 1 's view "The world picture of a 11 the 

major religions are ~t least two thousand years out of date," 

creating a "sure pill for at least a mild schizophrenia." (215) 

In the secular age in which we live the failure of religion to 

provide an adequate explanation for the mystery of the cosmos has 

been superseded by science fiction's dominance of the mass reading 

market. Science fiction has been called by some "the new mythes" 

creating images of the universe and of man that are consistent 

with the most advanced of scientific thought. Science fiction 

fulfills the rhquirements of a living mythology in that it provides 

myths of the destiny and perhaps the survival of man based upon 

modern scientific knowledge. Science fiction may be found in every 

technological society in the world, affirming human mastery and 

control over hts own future. Its power to ent~rall an audience 

fulfills the need for us to ' believe that a future is possible, 

that somehow the overpowering forces of the universe will not blot 

out man's recognizable existence. Even though h& may be a mutant, 

he is still homo sapiens. The financial success and the emotional 
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response of audiences to the recent Twentieth-Century Fox hit 

Star Wars confirms the belief that the public needs affirmations 

of the destiny and triumph of man. While we in the profession 

have argued for more careful discrimination among conflicting 

points of view and a greater complexity in the portrayal of char

acter types (because we have somehow been misled into the notion 

that reality is complex, even beyond our understanding,) SF has 

presented the public with credible images of a future that, if not 

complex, at least avoid the numbing ambiguities of ordinary life. 

Campbell's third function of a living mythology, the need to 

"validate, support, and imprint the norms of a given, specific 

moral order .... of the society in which the individual is to live" 

has been a central purpose for the reading and teaching of literature 

going back at least to Plato. When departments of English came into 

being in the 19th century, the Horatian pleasure-instruction 

principle emphasized the wealth of moral instruction that could be 

applied to the student's daily thought and activities. Pleasure 

from literature came as a by-produ~t of moral instruction, which 

meant in the lower grades, students read such anthologies as 

Longfellow's"A Psalm of Life," Bryant's "Thanatopsis," Washington 

Irving's "The Grave," and Jane Taylor's "God Blesses the Industrious." 

Richard Ohmann, in his recent book, English.!.!!_ America:~ Radical 

View rt the Professionll claims that the college teaching of English 

originated with the need of the universities to equip the new cap-
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tains of industry wi~h t~e necessary skills to lead the expanding 

industrialism of the late nineteenth century. In fts support of 

the moral order, instruction in literature served to acculturate 

the rising middle class with the proper forms of morality and 

etiquette of a commercial society. The power that literature 

possesses in changing social mores fs testfffed to by its suppression 

by dictatorships, the attention given to it by minority movements' 

drive for equality, the ever-persistent surveillance of it by 

local school boards and the tax-paying public. 

While it may seem obvious enough that literature fulfills the 

r.eed of a living mythology. in validating and supporting the moral 

or der of society. its role in terms of Campbell's fourth requiremen t_ 

is perhaps of even greater significance for a college curriculum. 

Campbell's fourth function of myth is to guide the individual, 

an armony of spirit. through "stage by stage. in health. strength. d h 

th e whole foreseeable course of a useful life." (215) The univer

sa lity of myth and the applicability of a mythic approach to litera

t ~re cohere directly with the levels of maturity that the student 

~ndergoes t hr oughout his college experience. College enforces a 

rapid m~turity upon students. If we consider education as an on

going process, then we need to recognize those universals of human 

~ev e lopment that repeat themselves in hu~an life. 
. 

Joseph Katz and associates in a book entitled, .fiQ_ Time for 

Youthl2 compiled exhaustive data concerning the affective devel-
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opment of 3,500 students at Berkely and Stan·ford, Many of the 

psychological tasks and problems undergraduates experience are 

repeated in various farms in archetypal patterns in literature. 

Such psychological problems involve the separation from homes and 

parents, confrontation with a variety of peers. the insecurities 

and often staggering doubt associated with a questioning of one's 

powers and identity. Katz shows how even the most rigid and self

assured of students express imaginative dreams of escape from the 

pressures of maturation and academic accomplishment. The forms of 

escape often take the form of motorized journey, travel, heroic 

accomplishments and inevitably some type of transformation or meta

morphosis, in which the student's concept of self is altered. In 

the words of Katz, "older problems and feelings, often dating back 

to childhood. are revived once more. and many students find them

selves more or less consciously struggling with derivatives or 

earlier feelings of narcissism. omnipotence. or passive dependency. 

At the same time. there are the demands of the new roles that the 

student is about to fill, which call for greater social, sexual, 

and occupational maturity." When asked in their senior year "How 

have you changed since the fall of 1961?" most note that they have 

become more stable, and have achieved self-understanding. self

satisfaction, self-criticism. a better defined philosophy, better 

I emotional control, etc. It is apparent that the major auest in the 

undergraduate's experience does not involve an increase in knowledge. 
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nor an increase in intellectual curiosity. For the student, in ~he 

words of Katz, "To him, 'education' seems only secondarily to be 

the education of the mind." (10) 

The mythic approach to literature has the effect of making the 

reader aware simultaneously that his own inner life is separate 

from the total life of man yet it is a part of that total life . 

Herein lies the power of the mythic approach to literature, in its 

ability to ease the student from one difficult transitory stage to 

another, by means of an increasing self-awareness, as well as an 

awareness that his development is only a part of a universal pat

tern that finds its fulfillment in the definition of man. Myth 

offers the individual "the assurance that he can bank on the universe 

and its laws, and, more importantly, on society and its structure." 13 

Such knowledge can be comforting as well as disturbing, for the 

mythic vision ends in man's mortality. 

It is apparent by Katz's study that students are continually 

engaged in a process of problem-solving concerning difficulties asso

ciated with maturation, and these problems may be clarified and re

fined through study in imaginative literature. The mythic approach 

immediately engages the student and encourages him to view a literary 

work as an expression of forces he must continually grapple with 

in his daily activities. In my own experfenc~ I have found nothing 

that excites the students so much as the discovery of an ancient 

archetype or primitive myth in modern literature or current social 
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events. The problem is to contain the imagination once the search 

for such principles is begun. The danger of the mythic approach is 

that it may be too zealously applied, by the student and the pro

fessor alike. Once the surface is plummeted for its mythical 

allusions the study of literature may become mechanical and reduc

tive. The danger is alleviated if a broader concept of the role 

of myth is introduced in the beginning of the course, relating myth 

to other subject areas, including anthropology, psychology, and 

religion. Myth criticism in its broader sense attempts to examine 

a literary work in its reference to the social, religious, and 

historical complex from which it comes. Hence, the study of liter-

ature through myth becomes interdisciplinary in nature, while re

specting the autonomy of the discipline itself. 

In studying how a basic mythic story or archetype is transformed 

through the imaginative literature of succeeding generations, an in

sight may be gained into the structure of contemporary society and 

its relationship to the past. In a course that I recently taught 

based on the scapegoat archetype, my students were disturbed that 

the archetypal ritfal of the scapegoat as found in Fra2er and prim

itive fold tales, was consistently adhered to in modern treatments 

of the scapegoat story. For instance, in several short stories by 

Lawrence, the lack of ritual in the modern age gives way to expres

sion of cruelty and sadism in some of the major characters, The 
I 

discovery that some of these overt, ritualistic patterns became 
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submerged or repressed in the subconscious of a people. and that 

like Proteus. took variegated forms. provided an insight into the 

working of mythic patterns in contemporary society. Myth criticism 

became for me and my class a means of returning to that aspect of 

literature which is bound in history, and it served to destroy the 

fallacy that all readers of literature need to do in examining the 

mythic contents of a work is to discover the ielative parallels 

to ancient mythic stories. For my students, some of whom had already 

done some thinking about the relationships of society to its 

popular culture and mass media. this was a highly attractive way 

of making literature relevant to their own perceptions of experience •. 

An added attraction to the course developed around myth crit

icism is in the diminishing of the student's belief that the most 

relevant literature is the most recent. a notion which is partially 

nourished by views of historical progression. Although mythical 

archetypes are transformed, given certain social and historical 

settings, the mythic approach removes the work from history and 

gives it a universality that is rooted in some of the most exciting 

psychological thought of the time. Like the music student who 

thoroughly dissects a theme; examining its harmonic and progressive 

structure, in order to more fully appreciate the variations that 

follow, the student of literature is given •a conceptual structure 

that may be identified and followed through a series of divers works. 

each illustrating and modifying the original unifying principle . 
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The mythic approach to literature fulfills those requirements for 

universality or "general truths" that no literary criticism dared 

speak of since Samuel Johnson. 

A curriculum that has the study of myth as its core will proceed 

in an organized and linear manner. It will begin with the study of 

ancient mythology, the Bible, and comparative religion. It will 

serve to equalize the teacher and the students by the authority of 

the subject being taught. Its end result will create a unity of 

vision, thought, experience and literature th~t will liberate the 

students from the competing adjustment mythologies that vie for his 

attention. Northrup Frye once wrote, "We have no choice about 

teaching mythology; we have only the choice between teaching genuine 

and perverted kinds of it. 11 14 
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NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN 
Norine Odland 
University of Minneso~a 
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Alexander, Lloyd . THE FIRST TWO LIVES OF LUKAS-KASHA. Dutton, 
1978. 213 pp. $8.50. 

Suspense-filled fantasy in an imaginary Middle Eastern land. 
Lukas, the town n'er-do-well, is washed ashore in the land of 
Abadan and proclaimed king. Alexander's plot is tightly con
trolled; his characters, especially his hero, Lukas, are appealing. 
10 up. 

Baldwin, Anne Norris. A LITTLE TIME. Viking, 1978. 121 pages. 
$6.95. 

Direct in its purpose to describe the family situation when one 
child in 5 (the 4th) is mongoloid. Told in first person but 
author has achieved some distance by what she allows Sarah to 
say and to think. Both sides of the issue of home-care or 
away-from-home care are considered. No sugar coating, not 
teary eyed . 9 up. 

Bawden, Nina. REBEL ON A ROCK. Lippincott, 1978. 159 pp. $7.95. 
Intrigue and mystery in an international setting make this a 
story that holds up without seeming to be a vehicle for explaining 
foster children and sibling rivalry. Smooth confident tone in the 
writing. Young readers gave it high ratings. 11 up. 

Baylor, Byrd. THE WAY TO START A DAY. illus. by Peter Parnall. 
Scribners, 1978. $8.95. 

Baylor's song to the morning is filled with love of life and 
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harmony with nature . Parna ll 's majestic illustrations sweep 
the reader through this beautiful book. all ages. 

Bierhorst, John (ed.) THE r,IRL WHO MARRIED A GHOST - and Other 
Tales from the North American Indian. illus. with photos by 
Edward Curtis .. F?ur Winds, 1978. 115 pp. $9.95. 

A tone o! dignitt pervades.text, pictures, and graphics of the 
book. Nine stories from different North American Indian tribes 
ar! taken from the collection of Edward S. Curtis. Dramatic, 
quiet; reads easily orally. 12 up 

"Bodker, Cecil. SILAS AND THE BLACK MARE. translated ,bY Sheila 
LaFarQe, Oelacorte, 19?8, 153 pp. $6.95. 

Children who read this were enthusiastic about the book generally 
a~d all _talked abou! the great adventure. nne girl said, "It 
mig~t discourage c~ildren from running away from home." They 
bel~eved that the Jacket picture is misleading. Translated from 
Danish. 10-14 

Bulla, Clyde Robert. KEEP RUNNING ALLEN. illus. by Satomi 
Ichikawa. Crowell, 1978. unpaged'. $6.95. 

Bulla'.s latest book successf~lly expresses what it's like to be 
the l)ttlest member of the family. An untied shoelace gives 
Allen_s brothers and ~isters a chance to catch up with him. 
Beautiful full-color illustrations. 5-8 

Carlson, Natalie Savage. JAKY OR DODO? Illus. by r,ail Owens. 
Scribners, 1978. 88 pp $6.95. 

The author is a master-artist with dogs and with French. The 
characters, young and old, are strong individuals. Humor is 
conveyed by a dog who lives two lives. The reader knows something 
the characters do not know. 7-10 

Carrick, Carol. PAUL'S CHRISTMAS BIRTH~AY Illus. by Donald 
Carrick. Greenwillow, 1978. 32 pp. ~fi.95: 

Subtle and attra~tive three-color drawings illustrate this 
sto~y about how it feels to have a birthday the day before 
Christmas. Text and pictures blend perfectly. 4-8 

Cohen, Barbara. THE BINDINr, OF ISAAC. illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. 
Lothrop, 1978. 32 pp. $6.95. 

Story is told by Isaac to his grandchildren. Long enough to be 
~om~lete but s~ort en?ugh for reading aloud and talking about 
it in one sessi?n. Pictures enhance and expand. Vertical lines 
on text pages hinder reading ease but book is too good to reject 
for that reason. 6-12 
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